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OTHER IMPORTANT WORK MADE THIS ISSUE LATE.
We have just completed the cover on the rim of the "big Dome". This cover is essential to carry off rain, or snow, drainage from the top structure so it does not get into the electro-static armature bearings.

For several months now we have been conducting atmospheric electro-static ambient tests. This is essential to establish a norm for future instrument readings when the "Integratron" is in operation.

We are using a Comstock-Wescott electro-static field meter which has a range from 0.5 to 500.0 kilo-volts per meter. This instrument senses and measures the absolute amplitude and polarity of the atmospheric electrical gradients within 2% accuracy. The detector head uses a field mill (capacitor chopper) to convert steady state potentials (D.C.) to an A.C. signal, which is amplified and synchronously detected to restore D.C. levels at a much lower impedance and higher power levels. This is necessary to drive chart recorders and indicating instruments.

This recorder monitors diurnal (day and night), hourly and minute changes in the atmospheric fields at the location of the "Integratron".

These tests are being conducted by Paul Wilson, an associate consultant with many years of background in electrical phenomena, micro-detection, and amplification research and development.

On the front page we have reproduced a picture of the oscillograph operating. It has been running 24 hours a day now for the past 3 months. Strange incidents occur at odd intervals that record up to 50,000 volts. These last from 2 to 3 minutes. What is causing these perturbations is as yet unknown to us. With the installation of magnetic detection and recording devices, which is now under way, we expect to be able to localize and identify these events.

As we come into the home stretch in the construction of the "Integratron", it is becoming more expensive to complete. If any of our readers are so inspired to contribute gifts, so we can proceed faster, it will be greatly appreciated.
CELL COMMUNICATION

The old witchcraft of tribes of illiterate people, around the world, is now beginning to have some scientific basis in fact. The use of witchcraft powers was always condemned by the church and people who used these powers were considered to be working for the devil.

The power used for witchcraft is the same power used for divine healing. Only by the purpose of it's direction by the witch, or healer, is it's devilish, or divine result established. If a miraculous healing resulted as an effect of an appeal to deity by the clergy, in prayer, this was accepted and lauded by the church. If someone directed the same power adversely in a curse, or stuck pins in an effigy of someone, this was condemned as the work of the devil.

In the 15th Century, the Inquisition executed thousands of people, regardless of how they demonstrated this power, because they were outside of the clergy, thus they could only be working with the devil. In England and Scotland, in the 17th Century, there were hideous scenes of witch torture and extermination.

Now with Cleve Baxter's research which demonstrates cell communication between plants and animals, and plants and other plants, it is accepted that this power is just a power that has no polarity of itself for either good or bad effects. Max Freedom Long, in his book, "The Secret Science Behind Miracles", explained the Kahunas' use of this energy in the Pacific Islands, in the early 1950s.

What science is now proving is that the medicine men of illiterate tribes, centuries ago, knew what they were doing all along. Baxter's work proves cell communication takes place, but it doesn't tell how it takes place. Dr. Rhine's research into E.S.P. proved E.S.P. works, but it also doesn't tell how it works. Our effort to explain it is deterred by the fact that the largest percentage of readers do not understand technological or electronics reactions.
In static-electricity, or magnetism, the same polarity laws respond alike. Unlike polarity, or poles, attract; and like polarities, or poles, repel each other. This energy in cell communication only responds to these polarity laws when it is given polarity (good or bad) by the thought of the individual activating it; otherwise it is neutral. This is the "right of free choice" given by God; to use this normally neutral energy, by the individual giving it positive or negative activity by thinking. It is subject to good, or bad labels according to the manifested results. The church committed a greater crime by executing witches than the witches did in using this energy under their right of free choice. The Inquisition didn't establish justice in right or wrong actions, it only established the church as the only authority which could determine what was right, or wrong, by executing the opposition.

Cell structure in all of nature is now responding in reciprocation to the mis-use of this neutral energy. Since the materialistic world has developed by materialistic thinking, the churches are now changing their code of ethics to conform to the very devilish force they condemned in the past. This turnabout will react in the cell structure of their congregations who will not support them financially because satan isn't going to give himself his own money.

We have water, air, and earth pollution chemically, and this is being enhanced by spiritual pollution on the part of the cloth, that hide behind an angels mask worn by the devil.

Spirit on a universal scale is this neutral energy. It has a critical stress point in resonance, where it's natural use insures harmony in all cell structure, and where it's pollution or mis-use creates discord and disharmonic resonance.

All cell structure conforms to its purpose. It exists as spin energy in it's atomic make-up. It has communication in the universal essence of neutral energy with it's own kind. Every level of life has this. Thought converts this neutral essence into linear energy. When the thought of a minority in race, religion, military, financial, or central control, is only on the material world, disregarding natural law or God, it is only in communication with itself. Therefore
it lacks inspiration, dedication, and direction through linear activity of the neutral essence of spirit, and manifests in credibility gaps, generation gaps, ecology gaps, and communication gaps.

The neutral still energy doesn't care. It waits to be used in linear direction between spin energy creations it has made. When materialism, dividends, war, profit, tax, and matter, excludes this neutral intelligence, it can only wallow in the mess it's ignorance has concocted.

The human race put poisons on their crops and eat it. They put pollution in their water and drink it. They contaminate their air and breathe it, and the cell structure in nature and their bodies react in discord, disease, and death. All of this for power, profit, or purposes that are not natural in universal law.

Cells operate by natural law. The cells in bodies, trees, and all living things cannot conform to laws legislated in government. When the harmony of communication between the cells of people breaks down, there is not only violence and hate between the people, but a spiritual gap has been activated between the people and God. Those who are in this gap say "God is dead". They manifest more devilish activity than the best of witches ever did. In these times they are not burned at the stake. They are conformed by the churches, pacified by the politicians, and supported by the taxpayers through welfare programs. People are the cells of this civilization. We make mouth washes to kill germs, we make chemical compounds to clean clothes "brighter than bright". We hire people to haul away the garbage. We create laws to stop disorder and then handcuff the law enforcement in the courts. As cells of the society, we need an antibiotic to deactivate these discordant destructive cells.

As sure as the pendulum will swing back, when it is pushed away, so will this destructive element turn on the very element that permitted them to get away with their devilish witchcraft. This is a natural law.

Cells in nature do not have ears. They cannot smell, see, taste, or touch, in their sensing. But they reciprocate to keep nature in balance. They are responsive to thought and they function by the spirit.
of neutral energy. They know what to do without education. They are not elected, or appointed. They have no political or financial systems. Yet all of them are in communication with each other and God.

When humanity had the pony express, they were slower in their communication, but they had time to think. Criminals were dealt with severely and in a very short time. Now we have almost instant communication around the world and in space. We have computers and automation. What made this better, faster, instant system get the world into the fix it is in today?

Does a computer recognize a God? Do communication devices care what is sent through them? The most important part of a wheelbarrow is the man behind it. The most important part of a law is its enforcement. The most important thing in government are the people who operate it.

The "right of free choice" will never operate in harmony in the cell structure of society, when a minority of cells in authority drain them to their financial limits in order to propagate a materialistic cabal on a world-wide basis. When the "silent majority" of cell society reacts it will be spontaneous. Woodrow Wilson once said, "The greatest force in the world is the mutual spontaneous reaction of people". It is this "silent majority" who are in harmony in their cell structure. They have perfect communication because they all think alike. They have moral and spiritual principles. They know their God. They are all generals in a crisis. Unless some changes take place soon, the "silent majority" will not speak, they will act. This will be natural reciprocation to the fever that plagues them.

BOOK

The book "Religion and Science Merged" may be ordered directly from the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc. The address is on the back page of this issue of the "Proceedings". The donation $3.50 postpaid.
ELECTRO - MAGNETIC THERAPY

In the Los Angeles Times newspaper of March 8, 1970, on page "B" appeared an article titled "Electricity Can Induce Sleep, Doctors Told". This article was written by Harry Nelson, Times medical writer.

Excerpts from the article are as follows.
"Passing tiny amounts of electricity into the brain of a person who has trouble sleeping seems to help him sleep better, a Los Angeles research team reported Saturday."

"Dr. Ronald R. Koegler, director of education at Olive View Hospital, addressed the California Medical Association on the subject. The technique, called electrosleep therapy, consists of placing electrodes over each eye and behind each ear. Treatment lasts 30 to 60 minutes a day, five days a week for three weeks. The idea is not to induce sleep while the treatment is in progress, but to condition the brain so the person can sleep more normally during his usual sleeping period."

"Dr. Koegler said 9 out of 10 of his patients felt their sleep had improved. The 15 patients in his study had had sleep problems for as long as 10 years."

"Dr. Shelby M. Hicks, another physician at Olive View, has tried the technique on migraine headaches. He said it worked in two of three patients it was tried on."

"The device, powered by four flashlight batteries, emits between one-half and one and one-half amperes at 10 to 15 volts."

"Use of electrical gadgets for such purposes has always been associated with quackery in this country, Dr. Koegler said, but added that electrosleep is now being tested at several medical centers in this country."

"The idea began in Russia and is based on a hypothesis of Pavlov's that small amounts of current induce sleep. It has been in use in Russia for 24 years, but it's effectiveness has never been adequately checked, the physical said." (Underlines are ours. Ed.)
Now to get at the meat of this article. Nothing could possibly be in use for 24 years anywhere without its effectiveness being adequately checked. Apparently Dr. Koegler means here in the United States, where pills put people to sleep and other pills keep them awake.

Magnetic pillows, magnetic bracelets, electric belts, electric sleep, sleep teaching and electro-magnetic therapy are in use in other countries. Units can be purchased for home use by the people who need them in other countries. Why not here? Please check into this Mr. Robert T. Finch, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, because your office admits we are 50,000 doctors short of our needs.

In the 1902 Sears, Roebuck Catalogue on page 468, "Electric Rings for Rheumatism", "Electric Insoles" and "Electric Battery Plasters" are advertised. On pages 475 and 476, "Electric Belts" are advertised. This catalogue went through the United States mails. These electric devices couldn't have been frauds or Sears, Roebuck and Co., would have been sued. They were sold on a "ten day free trial" offer with a money-back return if the buyer was not completely satisfied. In 1902 these electric belts sold for $4.00 for the "Primary Heidelberg Electric Belt", to $18.00 for our "Giant Power Heidelberg Electric Belt".

And what were these "Electric Belts" supposed to do? In the center of page 175, the second paragraph down from the top, on the cheapest $4.00 model, it says: "Positively wonderful in its quick cure of all nervous and organic disorders arising from any cause whatever".

Now this is a pretty potent device to have around the house, don't you think?

No wonder the doctors didn't charge much in 1902. They had electric home applied competition. The $4.00 model was for men, the $12.00 model was for men and women and the $18.00 model was apparently for men only.

Besides being capable of "cures for all nervous and organic disorders arising from any cause whatever" what else do the Sears, Roebuck and Co., pages say? Well, all three models are equipped with an "electric suspensory". This is removable on the women's model.
"The suspensory carries the soothing current direct to the sensitive sexual organism. No medicine, no local treatment can compare in its strengthening effect on these parts with electricity — Every disorder and disease peculiar to these organs yields immediately". This is on the $4.00 model on page 475.

Now on the $18.00 "Giant Power" belt, it does even more. On page 476 it says in part: "The suspensory encircles the organ, carries the vitalizing, soothing current direct to these delicate nerves and fibers, strengthens and enlarges this part in a most wonderful manner. Every wearing brings the current in contact with the organ; every wearing means that part of the organ is traversed through and through with the strengthening, healing current; means a liveliness imparted, a vigor induced, a tone returned, a joy restored that thousands of dollars worth of medicine and doctor's prescriptions would never give".

Now you poor chronic deflated old authorities, who need a pill every few hours, what ever happened to this super conductor electric belt, that could be bought from a mail order catalogue in 1902; and is no longer available?

The 1902 edition of "The Sears, Roebuck Catalogue" has been reprinted by Bounty Books, a division of Crown Publishers, Inc., in New York. One should be in every home.

Then there is the "negative ion device". This is advertised as an air purifier. Every one who owns one claims tremendous benefits from it. These are available at Best Brands, 715 So. Avenue, Cranford, New Jersey, and at Golden Electric Co., 70 E. Willow, Millburn, New Jersey. The PX-45 model is the best one. It sold for $44.95 as of January 1, 1969. It is made by "Puritron".

We happen to have one of the few existing "Violet Ray Machines". What was claimed for this simple home appliance? In the "Electrical Experimenter" magazine of February, 1919, two full-page ads were printed by different companies.

One advertisement says, "Now you can rid yourself of headaches, catarrh, constipation, eczema, insomnia, lumbago, nervousness. Relieve pain from neuritis,"
rheumatism, and other disturbances. Multiply your bodily health, vitalize your nerves, double or treble your energy by using Violet-Rays. Sleep better, increase your strength, and improve your appetite and digestion". "Here is a partial list of ailments treated successfully with the Violetta, Violet-Ray Machine. Asthma, Boils, Barbers Itch, Blackheads, Bunions, Callous, Catarrh, Chilblains, Colds, Corns, Constipation, Dandruff, Deafness, Earache, Eczema, Eye Disease, Falling Hair, Hay Fever, Headache, Goitre, Insomnia, Lumbago, Nervousness, Neuralgia, Neuritis, Obesity. Pains, Paralysis, Piles, Pimples, Pyorrhea, Rheumatism, Skin Diseases, Sore Throat, Sprains, Tonsilitis, Whooping Cough". This is what is claimed can be treated by the person at home. These machines sold from $25.00 to $50.00 at that time.

These "Violet Ray" machines were basically Oudin resonators. They are described in the Encyclopedia Americana, in Volume 10, on page 217 and 218. There it says in part, "Autocondensation increases the production of heat in the body, increases the urinary solids and acts as a sedative. And especially it reduces the blood pressure when that is unnaturally high. The vacuum electrode actuated by the Oudin resonator has the effect of heating the tissues and promoting cellular activity of every kind as well as increasing local circulation. Some of the conditions treated by high frequency applications are growths varying from warts to skin cancers; various skin diseases including acne; high blood pressure and arteriosclerosis, or hardening of the arteries; rheumatism; gout; neuritis and neuralgia; angina pectoris; and hemorrhoids".

So it appears the Encyclopedia verifies the claims of the manufacturers of the Violet Ray devices. On page 145 of this same volume of the Encyclopedia Americana, is an article on "Electrical Vegetable Gardening". These tests were conducted by the U.S. Government in 1900 and 1902. In spite of the fantastic results in this article, these devices are not used in agriculture today.

It looks like with the chemical contamination of our total environment, natural and human, that someone would wise up to the already known uses of electrical and magnetic answers to the problem.
PUBLICITY - PROPAGANDA AND PARASITES

We are concerned with the world we live on. It has not been the policy to dignify the people who have persecuted your director, by answering their lies over the years. In this case however, "The Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc.", is involved in the article. As the President of this corporation; Chairman of the Board of Directors, and Director of the research at the branch "College of Universal Wisdom", it becomes necessary to correct the false information. Vice President Agnew was right in his charge that a minority controls and distorts news. He should have included the minority in authority of government who use the public media also to twist the facts.

Parasites are living things that live off of other living things. In the human race they occupy positions where they are fed, as pawns of the parent body that employs them. They are in all walks of life from government to business and communications. They can be seen in television commercials daily. Some of them are reporters on newspapers. They are everywhere.

Forty years ago Goddard was called "Moon Mad Goddard" by the parasites. Recently, after his death, he was proclaimed "The Father of American Rocketry". Our research here is at the same level as Goddard's was when he was called "Moon Mad". I am not defending our position. I am contradicting the publicity.

In Section "C", of the Los Angeles Times, dated Sunday, March 29, 1970, an article was written about me and my activities. This article is a continuous series of reversal of the facts. Propaganda twisted deliberately to create a false impression on the readers. This twist was propagated because of my interest in "Unidentified Flying Objects", or "flying saucers".

The article is headed "Flying Saucer Business Not What It Was". Now let us get one thing straight. Flying saucers aren't, and never were my business. They are my hobby, solely because I believe God created some intelligent beings somewhere in this vast universe besides the few here on the earth.
The first sentence in the article says "By his own admission George W. Van Tassel, 'Le Grand Papa' of flying saucer watchers, has come onto hard times". This is an outright lie because I never said such a thing. I operate Giant Rock Airport as a personal business and have for the past 22 years. My income in 1969 was nearly $3000.00 more than it was in 1968. Giant Rock Airport is F.A.A. approved and licensed by the California Aeronautics Division and is on all Sectional Los Angeles Air Maps.

The reporter who came here for the interview was specifically told that my personal operation of the airport had no connection with the corporation which I head as president. These separate properties are two miles apart.

The article says, "Instead of devoting most of his attention and energy to flying saucers, Van Tassel these days is concentrating on completion of his "time machine" at the Giant Rock College of Universal Wisdom." Then the article continues "The college lacks one essential all other colleges have - students". This also is an outright fabrication because the reporter never asked about students.

Giant Rock is mentioned many times in the article yet under the picture of Giant Rock, with the article, it says "Lonely Stroll - George W. Van Tassel at his Black Rock flying saucer headquarters". It is a photograph of me from behind, taken without my knowledge, with only a dog and a cat in the picture.

This reporter, and photographer, made an appointment for a Thursday at 1 P.M. and arrived the day before on a Wednesday at 3 P.M. They can't even keep appointments right.

The article says "Now, the five mile dirt road leading to his 640 acres is seldom traveled. The restaurant operated by his wife, Eva, is generally empty". This is an outright insult to my wife and a lie. My wife and two daughters wear themselves out waiting on people and cooking in the restaurant. The whole article is derogatory. Now why would a paper the size of the Los Angeles Times write such a twisted article?
Here is proof Agnew was right; and proof that the press and higher authority are hiding the U.F.O. story from the public. This article was written after the University of Colorado report was released and after the Air Force announced they had closed Project Blue Book, on December 17, 1969.

Now note a write up on Giant Rock before the Project Blue Book closing on the above date.

An article in "The Daily Enterprise", a Riverside, California newspaper, dated Tuesday, August 5, 1969, shows a picture of Giant Rock, taken from practically the same point as the L.A. Times picture. (There are seldom people in the area where these pictures were taken). The title on "The Daily Enterprise" article says, "Seven Story Rock Pulls Them In". This article is accurate and true. Just to quote one paragraph, "With the airport and the rock as a nucleus, Van Tassel built a public attraction that pulls an average of 500 persons a week to his high desert location."

It is evident that the press is going along with the government lie about U.F.O.s since Project Blue Book was closed on Dec. 17, 1969. The newspapers of Wednesday, October 26, 1955 stated that "The Air Force has concluded it's "Project Blue Book" investigation of "flying saucers" also. I have said for years, that the Air Force has had the answers to the U.F.O. subject since the early 1950s and the continuity of investigation is a cover-up.

Jacques Vallee, a N.A.S.A. consultant, is coming out with a new book called, "Passport to Magonia", which contains a catalogue of 900 landing cases, at least a third (300) of which involve occupants.

Dr. J. Allen Hynek, who served as a consultant to the U.S. Air Force on U.F.O.s for nearly 21 years, was dropped from this position on Dec. 17, 1969. This is the same date Project Blue Book was closed. He immediately joined with pro U.F.O. scientists Dr. James A. Harder, University of California; Dr. James E. McDonald, Professor, Dept. of Meteorology, University of Arizona; Dr. Frank B. Salisbury, Utah State University; Dr. David R. Saunders, University of Colorado; and Dr. R. Leo Sprinkle, University of Wyoming.
On August 22, 1969, I had the pleasure of hearing, and meeting, these recognized scientists when all six of them appeared on the same platform in Denver, Colorado. The complete transcript of their talk can be had by writing to National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., 1680 W. Hoye Place, Denver, Colorado, 80223.

Dr. Stanton T. Friedman, nuclear physicist, can be added to this growing list of top scientists who refute the Air Force. Dr. Friedman said "As a result of eleven years of investigation, I am convinced that the earth is being visited by intelligently controlled vehicles from off the earth".

This is not an article on U.F.O.s. It is written to refute the L.A. Times write-up and to again disconnect my personal activities, and Giant Rock Airport, from the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., and our research branch, the College of Universal Wisdom.

Our readers are the important people. We want to keep our position straight with you. We will not lower ourselves to write the people who committed a conspiracy against me, my business place, and the corporation.

ARTICLE

In the April, 1970 issue of "Electronics World" magazine, there is an article on pages 27, 28, and 29 that is of extreme interest. This article titled, "Electronics and Parapsychology" is written by L. George Lawrence.

On page 28, this article offers a comparison between F. Cazzamallis' experiments in Italy in 1941, and our "Integratron". Unfortunately Cazzamallis' work was declared top secret by Benito Mussolini, who was then the dictator of Italy.

Let us say in regard to this article by Mr. Lawrence, that the potential of the "Integratron" goes far beyond what he, or we, envision for its' capabilities, because we enter a third plane of reference in electromagnetic effects which has never been explored before.